
Intergroup January 27, 2022 

Attendance: Taylor, Ryan, Sandra, Brandy, David, Brian, Brandy, Lee, Jim, Cindy, Katie, Sarah, Charlie, 

Christy and Bill (15) 

Meeting started 6:33; Steps read by Brian followed by introductions since there were persons present 

who were new and/or different persons holding positions for 2022. 

December minutes read by Taylor and approved 

Treasury Report: 

 Beginning balance: $8,948.62 

 Contributions:         

 Special events received a one thousand dollar donation from Early Birds to encourage and 

support special events after the strong showing at holiday events. (Make sure there is enough 

prime rib next year.) A discussion took place regarding how to earmark the donation in the 

budget. Bill O. stated he is concerned about more groups making donations that target specific 

recipients; could create a landmine situation. For the time being the donation from Early Birds  

will be listed separately with an asterisk to denote its purpose but in the future, donations from 

groups will need to go in the general budget.  

Committee Reports: 

 Corrections: Bill O. stated that the current balance in the budget is $272.21. Requested first 

quarter disbursement. Recently returned to facilities; may be requests for Big Books. 

 Treatment: Brandy N. reported that treatment committee met in person on Jan. 23rd, 2022. 

Balance is $701.14. Twelve to fifteen people were present which was an excellent showing. 

Positions are mostly filled. Will meet again every third Sunday. 

 Hotline: Jerry said there were 25 calls in January; one was for  Alanon.. One of the calls was an 

elderly Spanish speaking person. Looking into the possibility of a Spanish speaking line or a sign-

up for a Spanish speaking person to take such call. Charlie suggested that someone could 

contact the area 31 hotline committee to see if they had a Spanish speaking hotline. Jerry will 

contact Russ at Central Office to discuss the matter further. 

 PICPC: Cindy was present from PICPC and reported that further research into updating PSAs was 

possible. It was mentioned that radio stations are required to have a quota of PSAs so that is 

another avenue to follow. Brochure packets need to be made; have not been done for at least 



three years. A request for a disbursement of $200 was made for paper, printing and storage 

containers.  

 Special Events: Christy represented SE committee and shared that a St. Patrick’s Day event is 

scheduled for the 19th of March at the Scottish Rite’s Temple. Corned beef, cabbage and red 

potatoes will be supplied with a requests for side dishes. Instead of a raffle the committee 

wishes to have a bake-off. Further details to follow. 

 Dave H. was present with updates. He said they have three additional members. Sales last year 

were $39, 723.66. Donations were $27, 551.92 and expenses were $70, 399.63. There is 

currently a  balance of $12, 461.43 in the check book and $15, 074.61 in savings. Omaha C.O has 

begun coming to Lincoln to get supplies and Hastings and other committees are doing the same 

in an effort to move inventory and increase sales. 

 Website: Charlie has received meeting updates to include meetings going back to ZOOM. He 

learned that a couple meetings were not on the list but will be added. Please send all event 

flyers to Charlie and he will post on the site. Sarah R. volunteered to be Charlie’s assistant. 

 District #3: Not present 

 District 21: Brian W. was present as the representative. The balance in the treasury is $1,709.68. 

Dist. 21 meets every third Sunday at 4:30 at 24th and South Street. Dist. 21 is taking 

contributions again. 

 District 22: Lee C. is the new representative. She reported that al positions are filled. Miranda is 

the new DCM. Minutes are available on the website. 

New Business: Discussion of meeting in person led to decision to meet via ZOOM for now. Brandy 

requested email address updates. Taylor offered to make a spreadsheet with contact information. 

Old business: None ??? 

Motion to close; seconded. 

7:35 meeting adjorned.  


